
NEVER FORGET – There 
is much more to a book 
than simply reading the 
words!

By Jenny Sullivan



Context

 I am currently studying a BA in Primary Teaching Studies with QTS.  

I am in my first year at Bishop Grosseteste University in Lincoln.

 During an independent reading session in a year 1 class in which I 

volunteer, a child brought a book to me, sat beside me and said, 

“I’m bored of reading the words”. This was a critical moment for 

me. I knew I had to develop the child’s pleasure in reading and 

develop their love of books. 



OU Research inspiration 

and rationale

I was inspired by the Open University’s Teachers as Readers (TaRs) 

findings (Cremin et al. 2014)  to develop:

1. A reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes:

 Social reading environments

 Reading aloud

 Independent reading

 Informal book talk, inside-text talk and recommendations

2. Reading communities that are reciprocal and interactive. 



Aims

 My aim was to reignite the child’s spark for independent reading which 

they had previously had in abundance but appeared to have lost. 

 I wanted to broaden the child’s narrow perception of reading to show 

them it is not just about sounding out and saying the words on the page 

to read the sentences or chapters, but it involves looking at and taking 

pleasure from illustrations, handling a variety of sensory books, reading 

audio stories and talking about books in a pleasurable way with peers as 

well as adults.



Outline

 I laid out a blanket and put a 
variety of books on it for the child 
to explore and engage with. 
Immediately the child appeared 
more enthusiastic, picking up 
several of the books and touching 
and feeling the tactile pictures. 
Before long, the child was 
surrounded by other children who 
wanted to join in and talk with us 
about the books. Without thinking 
about reading the words, we spent 
10 minutes looking at the pictures 
in Red Rockets and Rainbow Jelly, 
and talking about the children’s 
favourite fruit, colours and animals. 
I moved away and observed as 
the children shared the books 
together, reading happily, talking 
about and recommending the 
books to each other,  building a 
rich reading community.      



Impact

 Though my observations, it was apparent that presenting a wide 

variety of genres of books in an inviting manner created a 

definite shift in attitudes and behaviour towards reading and 

handling books in the classroom. 

 It had created a new excitement that children were eager to 

experience and share in, supporting their social, emotional and 

cognitive development as they interacted and read books for 

themselves, showing real pleasure in their reading experiences.  



Reflections on impact the TaRs

research had on practice

 My practice has ben influenced by the Teachers as Readers (TaRs) research. Although I 
am in the very early stages of developing a teaching career, I am striving to develop a 
reading for pleasure pedagogy, giving careful consideration to creating social reading 
environments using blankets, cushions and small world toys as props; promoting 
independent reading by encouraging children to peruse and enjoy a variety of genres 
and types of books; and nurturing informal book talk between peers and adults.

 My plans for the future are to develop a cosy reading corner in my classroom which is 
inviting and stimulating to support a love of reading to develop. I also hope to take the 
children outside to read to see if this alters their attitude to and engagement with 
reading.

 I intend to start a ‘Golden ticket’ system where children put a golden ticket in a book 
they have read so that when another child picks up the book and reads they know who 
has read, allowing them to develop informal book talk if they wish. 

 I also plan to continue to develop my knowledge of children’s books by getting involved 
in more book clubs. I want to build a bank of books I could read-aloud to the children in 
class. I also want to become a teacher who reads and a reader who teaches, whilst 
enhancing my informal book talk with the children throughout the day at playtime or 
whenever the opportunity arises.


